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There are three main categories of climate-related risk

§ Referencing climate risk framework adopted by Bank of England 
Prudential Regulation Authority (MinterEllison – legal brief)

§ Physical – ecological impacts: gradual onset and extreme catastrophic

§ Economic transition – market impacts driven by policy, technology, 
social responses to those physical risks 

§ Liability consequences – failure to mitigate, adapt or disclose 

§ These risks manifest within mainstream decision-making, 
development and finance horizons – including the shorter term



Potential climate pathways to 2100

Black Rock Investment Institute, Sept 2016



Economics
Transition risks



World Economic Forum – Global Risks Report 2016



Transition risks

§ Market impacts driven by:
§ policy and regulatory responses 

§ technology

§ shifting social preferences and market stakeholder expectations

§ Who says?

§ Beyond the ‘fossil fuel divestiture debate’ - transition risk recognition continues to 
rapidly increase amongst asset owners, asset managers, insurers, banks, 
regulators

§ Regulators in Australia: APRA, RBA, ASIC and ASX 

§ And your accountants and insurers
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World Economic Forum –Global Risk Landscape 2018



The impact of a  
scary American…?



Be very afraid….



‘Demonstrable fluency’
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Credit ratings? 
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….and banks are right behind them





CBA FY18

§ Annual Report

§ 8 August 2018



Significant driver of analysis and disclosure across the 
economy

§ What makes these voluntary standards so significant?
§ Governance, strategy, risk management, metrics & targets
§ Specific additional ‘supplemental guidance’ for financial services + 12 

non-financial sectors
§ Stress-testing and scenario planning are central themes
§ Investors from BlackRock, ACSI and Climate Action 100+ seeking 

disclosure by investees consistent with TCFD Recommendations



The good news: 
finance opportunities
for the ag sector
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Green / sustainable finance: the evolution

GREEN BONDS

GREEN LOANS

SDG BONDS/LOANS
CLIMATE - LINKED 

MORTGAGES
POSITIVE INCENTIVE

FACILITIES



The PIF difference: sustainability-based margin 
adjustment mechanisms

§ What size discount/premia are we 

talking about?

§ Typically 5-10% of unadjusted rate 

§ Eg Iberdola

§ Adjustment triggers?

§ Inherently bespoke (broad ‘ESG’ 

rating to specific quant targets)

§ Interest rate payable: reference currency index/ bank rate + credit-

based margin +/- sustainability premia/discount

§ Assurance?

§ Third party sustainability auditing (eg Sustainalytics, Vigeo Eiris)



Margin adjustment triggers

Specific metrics, stretch targets
Eg. emissions intensity reductions, 

percentage supply chain audits

General ESG
Tied to 3P ESG rating



Agri sector examples

Dairy + plant-

based products

€2b ESG score Sustainalytics + Vigeo Eiris

Cocoa & 

chocolate

€750m ESG score Sustainalytics

Pulp & Paper €600m
Science-Based Targets per tonne pulp, paper board

Dairy €520m Reduce carbon footprint, Foster healthier consumption 

habits and lifestyles, & Accelerate the sustainable 

transformation of dairy upstream. Penalty to a NGO or for 

internal investments allowing to achieve the objective.

Food processor 

/ manufacturer

US$500m ESG score Sustainalytics

Tropical Oils, 

Oilseeds, 

Grains, Sugar

US$150m

US$200m

US$100m

Tiered adjustments based on Sustainalytics assessment of 

biodiversity and greenhouse gas reduction programmes, 

renewable energy use, freedom of association policy

Rubber & palm 

oil €15m
Sustainability improvements



Liability & insurance  
consequences?



Planning, approvals and commercial laws

§ Litigation and administrative claims (merits and judicial review) 

§ Planning & development – mapping and approvals?

§ Boundary adjustments and public resumption of land?

§ Negligence & nuisance:

§ failure to adapt contributes to private property damage?

§ economic losses following critical infrastructure outages?

§ reliance on incomplete or incorrect information?

§ Contract: force majeure? 

§ Misleading disclosure?

§ Sub-national governments: discharge of statutory obligations

§ The political power of ‘ostensibly unsuccessful’ litigation



Justice Preston ruffles some feathers 



Planning, approvals and commercial laws
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The OTHER Royal Commission
§ ‘…climate change…appears to be 

regarded by the MDBA as a factor to 
be dealt with by the same mundane 
operational flexibility as the system 
always has displayed in order to cope 
with ‘normal’ variability.’ 

§ …Science, as that term should be 
understood, was not used. The MDBA
has failed to disclose key matters, such 
as its modelling. Science is open, 
available, and can be critiqued and 
checked. It can be validated or 
invalidated.

§ [The MDBA’s failure to conduct] any 
review of climate change risks to the 
Basin…demonstrates ongoing 
negligence by the MDBA. It is a 
dereliction of its duties. It is not just 
indefensible, but incomprehensible…’ 



A few more choice words
§ ‘Politics rather than science 

ultimately drove the setting of the 
Basin-wide SDL and the recovery 
figure of 2750 GL. The recovery 
amount had to start with a ‘2’. This 
was not a scientific determination, 
but one made by senior 
management and the Board of the 
MDBA. It is an unlawful approach. 
It is maladministration.

• In 2011, management of the MDBA
improperly pressured the CSIRO 
to alter parts of the CSIRO’s 
‘Multiple Benefits’ report. This 
rendered parts of that report 
misleading, as they no longer 
reflected the views of, at the very 
least, Dr Matthew Colloff, who was 
one of the authors. The CSIRO 
should not have agreed to the 
changes that were made. This 
conduct too represents 
maladministration.

• Regrettably…the MDBA has shown itself 
to be unwilling or incapable of acting 
lawfully. …there are serious doubts 
whether the current senior management 
and Board are capable of fulfilling their 
statutory obligations and functions.

• The assertion by the MDBA that climate 
change projections could not be 
incorporated into the modelling because 
they were too uncertain is rejected. 

• [The MDBA’s failure to conduct] any review 
of climate change risks to the Basin… 
demonstrates ongoing negligence. It is a 
dereliction of its duties. It is not just 
indefensible, but incomprehensible. 

• Any assertion by the MDBA that climate 
change can be incorporated into the Basin 
Plan modelling at its 10-yearly review, or at 
some later date, is misplaced. Climate 
change is happening now, and can occur 
quickly. Deferral to a later date…is 
nonsensical in a policy sense as well as 
unlawful.



Key message: this is a different kind of green - the 
weight of money

§ Climate change has evolved from a purely ‘ethical, environmental, 
non-financial’ issue, to one that presents material risks and 
opportunities within mainstream investment horizons (and political 
cycles)

§ When capital markets and regulators are on board, political ‘beliefs’ 
become irrelevant

§ Financial and legal imperatives underpin proactivity in both climate 
change mitigation (emissions reduction) and adaptation (impact risk 
management and strategy)



What next? 

§ Consider material climate risk drivers & opportunities (mitigation and 
adaptation, physical and economic transition risks) for your operations

§ Build the business case: quantify impact on long-term cash flows, 
yield/productivity, flood risk reduction etc - how will this maximise future 
revenues, costs and property values, and thus your Probability of Default 
(PD) and Loan-to-Value (LTV) ratios?

§ Talk to your bank. Talk to other banks. 

§ Talk to your neighbours and your representatives (collective / community-
based projects?)

§ Competitive advantage: talk to your customers.




